We h ave dete rmin ed th e de ns ity of four pi eces of s in gle crystal s ili co n in te rm s of unive rsa lly ac ce pted s tand a rd s of mass and length. Th ese four obj ects will be use d as a workin g de ns ity stand a rd to whi c h a ll future den s it y work in th e Unit ed S tates will be re fe rre d. Us in g th ese c rys tal s as s t a ndard s, NBS ca n ca librate oth e r obj ec ts as de ns it y sta nd a rd s for assoc iated labora tori es.
In the e arly 1960's NBS began recelvJl1g inqumes as to the practi cability of making den sity measureme nts to an unce rtainty of a part or two in a million . This was of parti c ular inte rest to oceanographers and c rystalographers. Cook, NPL , [1, 2] ,1 had satisfied the require ments of workers in gas thermodynami cs by I Figures in brac kets in dicate th e lit e rature refe rences a t th e e nd of thi s pape r.
his de termination of th e density of merc ury to about a part in a million and he had made a ge nerous supply available to NBS. We made several efforts to transfer th e density information from this mercury into various objects but this is a difficult experiment and we were rarely able to achieve reproducibility of independent measurements to less than three parts per million. We had some immediate "in house" requirements for de nsity knowledge to a part per million in the fi eld of fundamental constants [3, 4] and, as a long range objective, an improvement of the mass standard.
In 1965 we announced [5] that NBS would undertake to devise a density measurement procedure and the necessary associated standards tied directly to the universally recognized standards of mass and length so that interested experimenters could make such density determinations. We had already demonstrated that the densities of solid objects could be compared to a precision of 1: 10 7 or better [6] so we stated that the proposed measurement system would be based upon a group of solid objects, and we outlined the procedures we would use in the development. Numerous experimental failures have required us to alter our techniques and methods, but every experiment has reinforced our original conclusion that solid density standards are far more practical than any liquid standard which has come to our attention. Section 2 of this paper outlines the laboratory procedures we used in the development of the system and the results we obtained.
Background
All density determinations require two measurements, one to find the mass of the unknown and a second to find its volume. Mass may be adequately measured by well understood procedures. Volume may be calculated from linear measurements, but it is ordinarily calculated from observed data on buoyant forces in hydrostatic weighing tests in water of some t.abulated value of density.
Cook's determination on merc ury was in response to a well-defined problem of very widespread interest, and NPL expended a great deal of effort in accomplishing this excellent measurement to about a part in a million.
The suggestion has frequently been made that if NBS would determine the density of well characterized water from a reproducible source, that other groups could use this type of water, after preparation by a welldefined recipe, for 1 ppm density measurements. Nothing could be further from the truth. While such a determination by NBS might remove some of the uncertainty associated with the use of water as a density standard, no prudent experimenter would claim such accuracy because such a claim would necessarily have to be based upon four assumptions -none of which are subject to proof:
1. That the published value of the density of water applied without correction to the particular sample used in his measurement. 2. That the official recipe for preparation of water contained no hidden errors when applied to his particular sample. 3. That no blunders were made during preparation of his sample. 4. That no contamination occurred between the preparation and use of his sample.
There are two additional practical reasons for choosing a solid-based density scale in preference to 14 water: (1) It is possible to compare the densities of two solids to a precision in excess of that which is achievable in the comparison of a solid with water. ( 2) The density of an unknown liquid may be determined much more easily from a solid standard than from water.
Modern Developments
There have been numerous technical developments in the past two decades which greatly facilitate the task of developing a solid-based density scale. We utilized five of these developments:
a. The inexpensive commercial availability of single-crystal silicon. b. The commercial availability at reasonable cost of steel spheres of near-perfect geometry.
c . A new type interferometer designed by J. B.
Saunders, NBS [8] . d. The commercial availability of Lamb dip stabilized lasers and techniques for their ready calibration with reference to universally recognized spectral standards [7] . This made the above interferometer configuration practical. e. A completely redesigned hydrostatic weighing experiment.
Due to the enormous requirements of the electronics industry, single crystal silicon is now mass-produced in sizes mu c h greater than necessary for practical density standards. The virtues of this remarkable material as density standards will be discussed in section 2, but its primary value in such service is its homogeneity and density stability.
A major difficulty facing a laboratory about to embark on a fundamental density measurement is the fabrication of an object of such geometric perfection that its volume may be calculated from linear measurements.
We avoided facing this problem directly by using commercially available steel balls about 6.3 cm in diameter. The difference between the maximum diameters and the minimum diameters of such spheres is rarely greater than about 1 ppm.
The virtues of spherical objects have long been recognized, but there has been no practical method of measuring spherical diameters without introducing uncertainties (such as contact deformation) several times the magnitude of the desirable level of uncertainty. This problem was resolved by the development of the noncontacting interferometer mentioned above.
Volumes calculated from such measured diameters are not indefinitely stable because steel balls are easily damaged by scratches, corrosion, rough handling, etc., so it was desirable to transfer the volumetric knowledge from the spheres to objects of better stability and homogeneity in density. This transfer is performed hydrostatically.
The classical hydrostatic weighing experiment is quite imprecise and most wasteful of density knowledge. In order to get the preCISIOn of this operation below 1 ppm we made four c han ges :
1. The use of a fluorocarbon instead of water. 2. The use of four comparison objects instead of one. 3. The use of direct reading, damped balances instead of free swinging instruments. 4 . The employment of a measurement procedure designed for the determination of volumetric ratios rather than densities.
Th e foregoing remarks suggest the apparatus and procedures we used in developing our working density standard. The work described in this report, outlined in figure 1, was largely exploratory, and we have found that equipment and procedural modifications will provide data of equal or better quality at muc h less cost in the future.
. The Working Standard of Density
Inasmuch as density is defined in terms of mass and length , both of which are basic in the SI System , it would be inappropriate to speak of a den sity standard in the context in which the word "standard" is gen· erally understood. On the other hand, "working" standards are ordinarily thought of as con venien ce items whose accepted values are obtained by calibra· tion either directly or indirectly against fundamental standards.
For this reason , we have chosen to refer to our group of silicon c rystals as a "working" standard. The accepted density values of the individual crystals in this group are not invariantly fixed, but only represent our best estimate of the true value based upon previous calibration experience. As Table 4 .
Y
Calculation of ball diameters as a I function of temperature , and ball volume at 20 0c. Table 4. pe r a ture, using the hydrostatic balance. Section 2 . 5 .1. 4 . 
1

I
Calculation of the densities I of the four silicon srystals '-----..I~I from knowledge of mass and I volume . Table 6. FI GURE I Additional work on these crystals and balls will be performed as a continuing NBS project, and will be reported on from time to time.
Dissemination of Densii'y Information
By hydrostatic transfer from our crystals or balls, we are now in a position to calibrate solid s tandards for use by other laboratories.
If other groups choose to enter the field of fundamental volumetric (density) measurements (we have heard of two such organizations), it will be possible to exchange solid density standards to assure consistency.
The use of solid standards makes comparison of density scales to assure consistency a practi cal procedure.
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effort is expended, the accepted values may be slightly modified. The present accepted values of our crystals are based upon the average of three independent determinations.
Material for Density Standards
The most important characteristics of an artifact standard of a physical property are:
1. Temporal stability with respect to the physical property it represents. 2. Adaptability to practical measurement methods. 3. Of such a nature that the response of a measure· ment system is primarily due to the characteristic of interest.
Single crystal silicon meets all of the above requirements to a far greater degree than any of the other materials we considered. It is among the most homogeneous materials available so that chipping or abrasion in use cause equal percentages of loss of mass and volume (density constant). It has a highly stable surface in that the oxide film is formed in a minute or so-thereafter changes occur at a rate estimated to be such that the gross density of the crystal varies by about (worst case) l/}O ppm/year [9] . Its oxide has a density very nearly equal to that of the parent material. It has sufficient electrical conductivity so that, with care, electrostatic charges do not interfere with weighing. Its temperature coefficient of expansion is only 2.5 ppm;oC (linear). It is inert in most liquids. It is easily fabricated into desirable shapes and sizes. There are many commercial sources of supply at moderate cost. Inexpensive lightly doped transistor grades are quite adequate in this application. The pieces of silicon used in our working standard were cut from a reject boule given to us by the Fairchild Semiconductor Company.
Sizes of Crystals
Our working density standard is made up of four silicon crystals cut from a 21f2-in diam boule in slices about I-in thick. They were ground down to about 205 g each and then trimmed to about 200 g by HF etching which exposed the parent crystal lattice surface with work damage removed.
Mass Measurements
Our measurements required knowledge of the mass of three groups of objects:
1. The steel balls 2. The silicon crystals 3. The built-in weights from our direct-reading balance.
The mass of the balls and crystals were determined in conventional "4-1" weighing series 2 co mmencing with our national standard of mass to whi ch BIPM had assigned a value. The balance weights were removed from the balance and were worke d down from the national standard in weighing series especially designed for the purpose. Uncertainty in the mass of the balls was about 64 fL-grams, in the c rystals about 45 fL -grams , and about 12 fL-grams per hundred grams for the balance weights.
Verification of Volumes
Objects of Perfect Geometry
While it would have been possible within the present day state-of-the-art to fabricate our crystals into perfect geometric forms and calculate their t Designs inv olving measurements of th e n{n -1 )/2 distin ct djffe ren ces amu ng: n objects are referred to in this paper as " n -1" desi{!ll s.
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volumes from linear measurements, this would have been prohibitively costly. As pointed out in the introduction , we intend to continue our program of mass and volume measurements on our crystals for an indefinite period. Under th ese circumstances, if a c rystal became chipped, its geometric perfection would be destroyed and volumetric surveillance would necessarily have to stop. The fabrication of any geometrically perfect object is a major undertaking-it was a real problem for NPL during their mercury work, BIPM during their work on water and for Hart and Morgan [10] on silicon .
We were fortunate to discover that nearly perfec t spheres of 52100 steel [11] were available from at least two companies supplying the needs of groups working in inertial navigation. These spheres were 6.35 cm in diameter. Our spherical profile instruments could not detect lobing down to about 1 ppm of diameter. Dani el P. Johnson , NBS, has demonstrated (see co mpanion paper in this issue at NBS]. Res.) that th e true volumes of such spheres differ insignificantly from the volumes calcu lated on the basis of the tru e average diameter. We attempt to obtain a close approximation to this true average diameter by making "many" diametric measurements.
We initially obtained four balls, A, B, C, and D. When the experiment was in progress it became evident that six balls were desirable. Rather than delay the experiment while awaiting two additional balls we used balls A and B a second time in another density determination. In this second determination in which balls A and B we re employed, we have referred to them as balls E and F.
Hereafter, in this report , we will refer to six balls, A, B, C, D, E , and F, although, in fact, there are on ly four. This is justified in section 2.6.
. Diametric Measurements
The conventional method of measuring spherical diameters is by comparison with stacks of gage blocks in mec hani cal contacting devices. This involves deformation errors which are directly additive with gage block and ringing film errors. A most careful search of the literature did not disclose a convenient non contacting interferometer configuration for this task.
Our interferometer specialist, J. B. Saunders, was persuaded to delay his retirement until he had developed such an instrument. In less than 1 year he presented us with a laboratory device. This configuration is given in detail elsewhere [8] , but it will be briefly des cribed below.
The Interferometer Confil!uration
This instrument is an etalon device whose major components are laid out as illustrated in figure 2. Laser light enters face 1 of a conventional beam-splitter prism where it is split into two beams, Land R , leaving the prism through faces 2 and 3 respectively. These two beams are directed by mirrors into the opposite e nd s of a n et alon , the L bea m s trikin g the left e talon pl ate n orm all y a nd th e R bea m strikin g th e ri ght pl ate.
A ball is placed in th e etalon and ori e nte d so th at the two beams are directed toward th e ce nte r of the ball. The L bea m a nd th e R beam are used o ne a t a tim e, th e undes ired be am bein g masked off by a sc reen near the pri sm. With th e R bea m mas ked , th e L bea m s trikes the left etalon face whi c h re Aects pa rt of the light b ack toward the pri s m. The bala nce of li ght passes through th e left e talon pl a te a nd strikes th e s ph eri cal ball surface, whi c h re Aects it back toward the pri sm. These two r e Aected beams interfe re with o ne anoth er in a bull 's·eye pattern (sin ce one beam is di vergent) whi ch is photographed by a cam era placed oppos ite face 4 of the pri s m. When thi s photo has been ta ke n, the ope rator mas ks off th e L beam and ph otogra phs the pa ttern ca used by interfe re nce be tween R beam light re Rected from the right e talon plate and th e ri ght sid e of the ball. This is a fast operation usin g 1lts second expos ures on 35 mm film. F or high contrast inte rfe r ogra ms , the two int~rfe rin g bea ms s hould be of a bo ut equal inte nsity. With one re Rected be am comin g fro m a qu artz surface and th e oth e r from a hi ghly poushed steel s urface, thi s re quire me nt is not me t. S a unde rs overca me thi s diffi c ulty by backin g the came ra away fro m th e pri s m. The (approxim a te ly collim a ted) bea m of low inte nsity re Rected from the qua rtz etalon pl a te was about constant in inte nsity regardl ess of th e ca me ra position , howe ve r, the (di vergent) bea m of hi gh inte nsity re Rected from the hi ghly pou shed steel s ph e ri cal surface beca me 525-013 0 -74 -2 17 atte nu at ed (du e to dive rgence) as the di st a nce be tween th e pris m a nd camera in creased. The photogra ph s were made with the film pl aced in th e pl a ne of equ al inte nsity , so the inte rfe rograms were of extre me ly hi gh contrast. Th e e talon co nsists of two quartz Rats a bout l -c m thi c k se para ted by a n inte rnal dis tan ce of 68 mm (millim e ters) . Th e s ph eres are a maximum of about 63 mm in diam e ter so th e y are easily in se rted a nd removed from th e etalon. Th e tw o Rats are held ri gidl y by two quartz pla tes, a bove a nd be lo w, by e poxy ce me nt. Each pl a te has a 7-c m hole through th e ce nte r. Th e hole through th e uppe r pl ate all ows va ri ous ba ll s to be in se rted in th e e ta lo n, a nd th e rotatin g ba ll hold e r co mes up from be lo w thro ugh th e hole in th e lo we r pl ate.
Th e ba ll res ts on three roll e rs arra nged so th at it may be rotated abo ut t wo axes 90° a pa rt b y re mote co ntrols. This ma kes it poss ibl e to meas ure th e di a mete r through a ny set of latitud es a nd lo ngitud es on the ba ll s urface. In prac ti ce we made meas ure me nts o n 10 di a meters (20 ph otos) no rm al to th e faces of a n in sc ribed du odeca hedron, a nd gave eac h meas ured di a me te r equ al weight in th e ca lc ul ati on of th e a ve rage. Du e to th e s mall s ize of th e te mpe ra ture coe ffi cie nt s involv ed , te mpe rature meas ure me nts of ade qu ate acc uracy a re eas il y atta in a ble durin g e ta lon meas ureme nt tes ts. T wo s uc h coe ffi cie nts a re of import a nceth e te mpe rature coe ffi cie nt of wave le ngth , + 1 ppmrC, a nd th e te m pe ra ture coeffi cie nt of ex pa nsio n of th e etalon, a bout +.5 pp mrC. S in ce th ese coe ffi cie nts ha ve th e sa me a lgeb raic s ign, th ey a re opposed 111 th eir effect o n th e e ta lon meas ure me nt , addin g to about -0. 5 ppmrC to th e effec tive e tal on le ngth .
On th e oth e r ha nd , th e te mpe rature coe ffi cien t of ex pa nsio n of th e 52 100 s tee l ba ll s is in e xcess of 12 ppmrC (whi c h a mounts to 36 pp mrC in volum e), so th at ba ll te mpera tures mu st be meas ured to th e bes t possibl e acc uracy.
The e tal on asse mbl y, described in the pre vi ous section , is housed in a doubl e wa ll c hambe r with thermos tat wate r circ ulating in th e wall s, base, and cover. There are four th ermal leak s in thi s isoth erm al shield. We have 2 windows about 2 c m in diame ter in the walls to permit e ntra nce of th e two meas uring light beams. Th e ball rotation control co lumn e nte rs through a 5-c m di amet e r hole in the Aoor , and the meas urin g thermocou ple pe ne tra tes the shi eld through a 2-c m diamete r hole in th e cover. W e initially hoped that the th erm ostat s hield would be stron g e nough to defin e the te mpe ratures of the s teel ball and e talon to a le vel less than 0.01 °C so that a tempe rature meas ure ment on the thermostat liquid would satisfy all requirem e nts. Howe ver , in developme ntal experiments, we found that the difference between the ball temperature and the thermostat water varied randomly over a range of about ± 0.02 °C at periods of 1 to 3 minutes.
To calibrate a temperature measuring system of this type requires two experiments:
1. A determination of the relationship between the potentiometer output and the difference between the temperatures of the opposite thermocouple junctions. 2. A determination of the difference in temperature between the measuring junctions of the thermocouple and that of the object of interest as a function of whatever perturbing influence causes this difference to depart from zero.
This required that we measure the ball temperature directly. We constructed a measuring thermoco uple in the form of a copper-constantan thermopile with six pairs of junctions. The six reference junctions were soaked in a temperature well which was monitored by a platinum resistance thermometer. Each of the six measuring junctions entered the interferometer c hamber through the hole in the top and were held in physical contact with the steel ball by the springiness of the wire leads. Each measurin g junction was covered by a thin layer of epoxy to prevent their electrical short-circuiting through the ball. Both the lightness of the physical contact between the ball and the measurin g junctions and the epoxy coatin g mitigated against good thermal contact between the m.
The data from the first experiment, The indi cati on of a potentiometer-thermoco uple combination is a function of the differen ce in tempe rature between the junction s of the thermoco uple. T o make me aningful measurements one mu st make e very e ffort to ass ure that the thermal contact between the measuring junction and the object of interest is s uc h that the te mperature of the junction is equal to the te mperature of the object of interest. Failing this , an evaluation mu st be made of the diffe re nce in tempe rature if s uch difference exists.
During this experiment, the reference junction was ke pt in the tempe rature well employed during the ball diameter tests, and the measuring junctions we re deeply immersed in a liquid bath. Platinum resistance thermometers monitored each temperature, and triple point of water measurements by these two ther- This data was ta ke n with good th ermal contact between the calibratin g ambients and the two e nds of the thermocouple. The refere nce end was in the tempe rature well used during meas ure men ts, an d the working iun ctions were in a ther mostat bat h. Both th e bath a nd well were monitored by platinum resistance thermometers. Triple-point of water measure ment histories on the two thermometers indicate that maximum errors in observed values of t.T are no greater than 0.0014 °c. mometers indicated that the temperature span in the thermocouple calibration experiment was defined to no worse than 0.001 0c.
Having obtained a good measure of the potentiometer output as a function of the difference between junction temperatures, we turned our attention to obtaining a measure of the differe nce between the true ball temperature and the tempe rature of the measuring junction of the thermocouple. This second experiment was performed on a ball and thermocouple nominally identical to those used in the ball diameter measuring tests. In this experiment the reference junctions of the thermocouple were cemented to the ball surface with several centimeters of lead wire held against this surface by insulating tape-the inte nt was to insure that the referencejunction was in excellent thermal contact with the ball so that the junction temperature was equal to the ball temperature. The thermocouple wires were led away from the reference junction and passed through the interferometer wall (into the room) through one of the windows in the s ide of the the rmostat chamber. The measuring junctions of this thermocouple were reinserted into the interferometer through the opening in the top cover and held in light contact with the ball by the springiness of the lead wires in exactly the same manner as the measuring junctions of the thermocouple used in ball diameter tests. Assuming that there were negligible thermal gradients in the steel ball and that the reference junction was in adequate thermal contact with the ball surface, we concluded that the output of this thermocouple indicated the difference between the true temperature of the ball and that of the measuring junction.
The test showed that the temperature of the measuring junction was higher than the ball te mperature when the room temperature was higher and vice versa. The data, table 2 and This data was t a ken with th e re fe re nce iun ctions of the th ermo· couple held in good thermal contac t with a dummy steel ball by e poxy cement. Th e measurin g jun ction s were in only moderate th e rm a l co ntac t (s imul atin g th a t whi c h existe d during th e ba ll diameter tes ts).
This data fit s a c urve of th e form where Ao = 3.038 263 X 10 -" During this experim e nt we used the tem perature of the water in the interfero me te r walls as the crite rion for judging tru e ball temperature . It was previously pointed out that this was false to the extent of about ± 0.02 °C but an error of this magnitud e has negli gible effec t on the coefficie nts s hown above.
We feel quite certain that the major perturbation on the ball temperature indicated by th e the rmoco uple was heat flow in the th ermo couple leads, but we do not understand why there is a sli ght quadratic bend in our data, nor why our data does not pass through zero (Ao=O). We beli eve that heat flow in th e ball rotation co ntrol column may cause nonlin ear data. Failure of the data to pass throu gh the origin may indicate some perturbing influen ce we have not found.
Ball temperatures reported during the interferometric tests on their diameters were calc ulated as follows:
1. The te mperature span of th e the rmoco uple was calculated from LlT= 4.12069 (emf) + 0.000585.
The value of
LlT, calculated thus, was algebraically added to the PRT indication of the temperature inside of the temperature well. This provided us with the temperature of the measuring junction. 3. Th e difference between the room temperature and the temperature of the measuring junction 
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RANGE OF CORRECTIONS APPLI ED DURING MEASUREMENTS ON DIAMETERS OF BALLS E AND F
FIGURE 3. This is a plot of data taken during measurements on the errors in temper· ature observations caused by heat flow in the thermoco uple leads.
Th e horizontal axi s is lab e ll ed "Room temp. minus ball l em," , Th e data is actually based on rOHm tem perature minu s th e rmosta t te mperat ure. however. as point ed out in th e te xt, balliemperature and thermostallcmperature do not separat e by more than about ± .03 °C. so errors in the plot from this ass umption are negligible. The dotted line is only a visual estimate. The coefficie nts of the Quadrati c fit are give n in Ihl' kxl.
was taken to be an adequate indication of q (above), and the temperature of the measuring junction was corrected by the factor 8.718 X 10-4 X q2+ 1.652 X 10-2 X q+3.038 X 10-3
We believe that the reported ball temperatures are uncertain by no more than 0.009 0c.
.2.4. Etalon Length Measurements
The detailed procedure for measuring the length of the etalon is given in Saunder's paper. It consists of modifying the basic configuration of the instrument so that interference occurs between beams of light reflected from the two etalon surfaces. One beam results from an internal refle ction so that its phase is shifted by 180°. Our fringe fractions are calculated from measurements on rings of constructive interference and we assume that the phase shift in the shifted beam is a retardation. Under this assumption, the length of the etalon is given by
where E is the etalon length , N E the total fringe count, integral plus fractional, and A the wavelen gth of the laser light. The -0.316 in the numerator is the 180° phase shift correction mentioned above (A = 0.6328fL).
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Our Lamb dip stabilized laser has been calibrated three times as follows:
Our measurements were made between the second two calibrations, and we assume that the vacuum wave· length was 0.63299141OJ.L during ball measurements. We made six measurements on our etalon length at six different temperatures. The data is shown in table 3 and figure 4. It was found to fit a straight line of slope 0.036259J.L1 0c. From these tests we calculate the temperature coefficient of linear expan· sion to be 0.000 000 537, with a standard deviation of 0.000 000 016. The NBS group specializing in this work estimated the coefficient of the quartz to be 0.000000540 (± .000 000 03).
Ball Diameter Measurements
As previously mentioned, the ball diameter, D, figure 2 . The measurement of E was discussed in the previous section. Weare concerned here with the measurements of d L and dR . It is well known that the phase of light reflected from a steel surface is retarded with respect to light reflected from an equidistant quartz surface. This retardation has most recently been measured by
Resu me of raw data taken during Etalon measurements. Tests ET -5 a nd ET -6 at th e elevated tempe rature were made for use with th e hi gh tempe ra ture determ inat ion of ball diameters an d volumetric ratios in Determination E-F. Fringes were photographed with the interfe rin g light beams trav elling in both directions throu gh th e interferometer.
If th ere is a systematic difference, depending upon li ght bea m directi on, it is below our a bilit y to meas ure it rel iably. Wh en all six observations on etalon length at the various te mp e ratures are fitted to a st ra ight line, th e slope of the line is such that the temperature coe ffi cient of lin ear expans ion is 0.000 000 537. Th e six points fit th e lin e to a co rrelat ion coefficient of 0.998. Raw data are prese nt ed in table 3 from the data present ed here the te mperature coeffi cient of linear expansion is indi cat ed to be 0.000 000 537.
Bennet [12] and we have used her value of 22° in our calculations. Inasmuch as we assume the 180° phase shift from a quartz reRector to be a retardation, we must for consistency assume the phase shift from a steel surface to be 202° (180° + 22°) retardation. This is 0.355 J.Lm in the case of light whose wavelength is 0.6328J.Lm.
As pointed out previously we make two interference photographs, one associated with dL , the other with dR. Then
where n) and n2 are the integral orders in the two interferograms and Land R the fractional orders.
Adding the above two equations and letting n) + n2= N B we get
We have made four diametric measurements on each of our six balls. Each measurement is the average of 10 diameters (pairs of interferograms) taken uniformly over the spherical surface From the average diameter at 20 °C the volume of the ball at 20°C is calculated. These two average values are also given in the caption to table 4.
The Temperature Coefficie nts of Linear Expansion of the Bulls
In its present form our ball interferometer must be readjusted whenever its temperature is changed more than a few tenths of a degree. For this reason, it is not practical to insert a ball and vary the temperature to get data for a temperature-diameter slope. We have tried this, and the calculated slopes are unrealistically high.
Our interferometer experiment provides us with a value of M.P.D. , that is, the difference between the length of the etalon and the diameter of the ball at the temperature of the test. An acceptable estimate of the coefficient can be obtained by dividing the diameter-temperature slope (lldia/lltemp) by the average diameter of the ball over this range, 6.3501 cm. The slope may be calculated from the relationship where tl is the lowe r te mpe rature a nd t2 th e hi gher. We have measured the MPD of balls A and B at a bout 20.2 °C and (under th e na mes E and F) at about 23 °C a nd presented th e data in table 4. B y thi s procedure we estimate the coefficie nt of A to be 0.000 012 220 and B to be 0.000 012 324. T he manufac ture r beli eves th e coe ffi c ie nts of the balls (whate ver th e ir magnitude) to be about eq ual because th ey were from th e same metallurgical stoc k, s ubjected to th e same heat treatm e nt a nd same mechanical surface work. Accordin gly, we ha ve averaged the a bove two values a nd ap pli ed this average, 000 012 272 to all balls.
Hydrostatic Transfer of Volumetric Information from the Spheres to the Crystals
Several years ago, BIPM circula ted a o ne-kilogram me tal objec t a mo ng the major na ti onal me trology laboratories for a density determin a ti on. The spread of data amo ng this very so phi sticated gro up amounted to a bout 14 ppm. Although part of thi s s pread co uld most ce rtainly be ascribed to differences in de ns ity of the water samp les used , we have always believed (without proof) that this was another demonstration of th e basic imprecision of th e classical hydros tati c weighing experim e nt. In s pite of th e s hortco min gs of this experim ent , nobody has s uggested a mo re precise procedure for routine d ensi ty co mpari so ns. Although the thermal Cartesia n Dive r of S pae pe n [13] a nd th e press ure Carte s ian Div e r of Bowm a n a nd Schoonover [6] are about two orders more prec ise th a n o rdin ary hydrosta ti c weig hin g, th e co mplex ity of s uc h sys te ms immediately eliminates th e m from th e " routin e" catego ry.
The volumetric information co ntain ed in our sp heres was too dear to us to di ssipa te unn ecessa ril y in th e imprecision of a classical hydrostati c tran sfe r experime nt, so we had previously devoted a great deal of effort to improving thi s precision . We have found it expe dient to modify both th e hydros tati c syste m a nd th e ex perimental philosoph y.
The Hydrostatic System
There a re four co mponents of the hydrostati c weighing system: (1) the suspension, (2) the liquid, (3) the imm ersed pan loading assembly, and (4) the hydrostatic balance. Each component contributes to imprecision ; but if choices are made with care, total variability may be restricted to i·easonable bounds.
. 5 . 1.1. The Hydrostatic S u s pe nsio n
Thi s is the member whic h delive rs th e load from the imme rsed structure to th e balan ce. Its most critical co mpone nt is the suspension wire whi c h passes throu gh the air· liquid interface. In asmuch as we ha ve already published [14] a proced ure for redu cin g variability from this so urce to a fe w mi crogram s it will not be co mme nted upon he re .
The Hydro8tati c Liquid
The intent of th e hydrostati c weighing experim e nt is accomplis hed by observing th e buo ya nt force exe rted o n th e obj ect of interes t by the liquid . The liquid exerts two ind epe nde nt effec ts on th e prec ision of th e ex perim e nt. Th e greater its de ns ity , th e greate r is th e mag nitud e of the buoya nt force exe rted by th e liquid , a nd the easier it is to meas ure in th e presence of many s ma ll perturbin g forces. The liquid we ha ve c hose n is a fluoro carbon whose de nsity (l.8g/c m 3 ) is almost twice th a t of wate r so that precisio n is almost doubled. Thi s s ub sta nce has bee n used in this servi ce for ma n y years b y atomic reactor experimenter s and it has proved to be a n excellent choice.
One of th e majo r perturbing forces associated with the use of wate r arises from its large and va ri a bl e s urface te nsion. Th e penetration wire minimizes mos t of these effec ts wh en it is skillfully pre pa red. Th e flu orocarbon we use has a s urface te nsion vnly a bout one fifth that of wate r (15 versus 75 d yn/c m) whi c h has th e e ffect of improvin g wire performan ce e ve n if in co rrec tl y or sloppily prepa red .
A n additional major advantage of thi s liquid is its vast appe tite for absorbin g gas. Thi s gives a great deal of protection again s t variability associated with sur· face bound tiny bubbl es on imm e rsed loads.
.5. 1.3. TIIf' IlIIm~'rs(>d Pun Louding Asscmhl y-R e dunda ncy
A tim e honored tec hniqu e for minimizin g ra ndo m variabi lit y in a process is to mak e "many" independent observati ons.
In co mparin g two qu a ntiti es th e ex pe rim e nte r has a vailabl e only one compari so n co mbination. In workin g with three quantities he has onl y three co mbinati ons. W he n he works with four qu a ntities he has six co mbinations, a nd und er th ese c ircum stances he has th e redund a nc y necessary to make a mea nin gful redu c ti on in rand o m variabilit y. Figure 5 is a sc he mati c s ke tc h of our imm e rsed pan loadin g assembly, from which it is obvious that we are able to compare four different loads in a single experiment. The sketch shows two of the loading trays carrying two silicon crystals each, a third tray carrying ball B and the fourth tray (which normally carries ball A) empty, inasmuch as ball A is on th e immersed pan.
With the apparatus loaded as illustrated we may co mpare the four loads (two balls and two pairs of silicon c rystals) in all six combinations. This co m· parison format is called a 4-1 series and is the format use d throughout this work. It should be noted that by varying the co mbination s of loadin g that many differ· e nt 4-1 series may be co nducted on th e same two balls and four crystals. W e utilized the four co mbinations s hown below : TRAY Other factors being equal, the data spread among independently measured densities decreases with increasing sample size. In our 1967 pape r on hydro· static weighing in water, we demonstrated that a single· pan, damped, direct-reading balance would provide density values spreading by 3 ppm (worse case) for 10 cubic centimeter samples. This was significantly better than our previous work using a free-swinging, equal-arm balance. For this reason, and others mentioned in that paper, we abandoned the conventional balance, and since that time, all critical density work at NBS has been performed on single-pan, directreading instruments.
In 1967 we recommended the single-pan directreading balance as the best available instrument and, to date, we have found no evidence to suggest a change in this position. We have used two balances of this type in the work reported here. In the earlier paper we speculated upon the ideal hydrostatic balance (servodriven-to-null) and we have commenced development of such a device. We feel confident that this balance will improve the hydrostatic experiment by about an order of magnitude_ Until this device is complete we shall continue use of the simple instrument.
In informal and unreported experiments on conventional free· swinging equal· arm balances we found several modifications which would improve their hydrostatic precision. The application of strong vertical temperature gradients in the balance case as de· scribed by Macurdy, NBS , [1 5 ] reduced random variability. The application of external damping was even more effective. Reducing sensitivity (by lowering the gravity knob) to the point where read· ability and reproducibility were about equal actually improved the latter. The use of a large· volume hydrostatic chamber appeared to give higher precision data than small chambers.
We believe that th e vertical oscillatIOns ot an Imm ersed loao suspended from a free-s win gin g balance are damped by the viscous action of the liquid on the load. Durin g this process, mome ntum is tran sferred from the oscill atin g system to the liquid whe re it manifes ts itself as turbulence. This turbulence res ult s in faulty "turnin g point" data. We beli eve that system dampin g s hould be such th at 30 mom e ntum is re moved co mpl ete ly from th e hydrostatic system such as is tru e for damping by air or magnetic eddy currents and the heav ie r this damping, up to near c riti cal, th e better because th e quic ker the osci ll ations a re damped to zero, th e less th e turbul e nce in th e liquid.
We believe th at by the judicious use of the tec hniqu es mentioned a bove a nd perhaps so me ot he rs, hydrostatic work on th e free swingin g balance co uld be significan tly improved. Cons ide rin g the re lati ve ease of ac hi ev in g ppm res ult s with a direct-reading balance, it is qu est iona bl e whether the required expe nditure of effort would be justifi ed.
In the s in gle-arm direct-reading damped balance, the maximum vertical motion of the suspension is about 3 millime te rs, and the motion is qui ckly damped exte rnally to near zero. In a balance of this type, built-in balance weights may be added to or removed from th e suspension by remote co ntrol dials whi ch cause only slight motion being indu ce d in the bath.
Co mmerc ially available sin gle-pan direc t-reading balan ces are intende d for use in the air weighings mode, and in suc h servi ce they satisfy most weighing req uire me nts. When th ey are put to use in th e hydros tatic mode it is necessary that the direct-reading data be interpreted in a s li ghtly differe nt mann er in th e data redu ction process. The data are obtained from the balance b y means of two de vi ces -th e numbe rs e ngraved on th e weight changing dial(s) and the numbe rs projected on a scree n from a hi ghly magnifi ed vi ew of a s mall reticle attac hed to the beam counterweight sys te m.
1. SCREEN READI NGS. The manufacture r of the balance assigns mass designations to the screen readin gs which are app ropriate for use in the air weighing mode. Th ese designation s are based upon assumptions regarding the de nsity of the objects to be weighed and th at the only screen-related force in the system is associated with beam-angle moments. In the hydrostatic mode there mu st necessarily be a wire penetrating the liquid surface. The dip section of this wire (the section which is sometimes immersed in the bath and sometimes expose d to air) exerts two forces on the suspe nsion system -a co nstant force and also a force which is directly proportional to the screen reading. Although neith er of these forces have to be e valuated independently, as will be s hown in the section followin g, the screen-related force demands that we interpre t the scree n readings merely as numbers indicating the angle of the beam counterweight system. This interpretation satisfies all requirements of the double substitution force comparison solution given in the next section.
2. THE DIAL READINGS. The numbers engraved on the weight manipulation dials are intended for use in direct-weighing in air of loads placed on the weighing pan. In the air weighing situation they indicate (in units of apparent mass versus brass [16] ) the mass of balance weights removed from the suspension. In the calibration procedure it is necessary to determine the true mass of weights actually loading the suspension for each dial reading to make a true comparison between the forces associated with an immersed load and those associated with the built-in balance weights (in air). There are two methods of obtaining a calibration. The easiest is by weighing standard weights on the pan of the balance. This was discussed in our 1967 paper. The oth e r technique is to remove the weights from the balance and calibrate them in the same manner that one would use in the calibration of any other standard weight.
A requirement of a direct· reading balance to be used in hydrostatic work is that the major weights of the balance have densities equal to a few parts in 10 4 • Most manufacturers meet this requirement. We verified by experiment that this requirement was satisfied in the balances used in our work.
When the hydrostatic balance is to be used in the most critical work, the built-in weights should be calibrated in two steps:
1. All weights should be removed from the balance and the total mass (of the summation) should be determined. Out of this test we obtain a value of the correction to the nominal value of the summation and an estimate of the uncertainty in this value.
2. The balance weights should then be intercom· pared in combinations which permit a calculation of the fraction of the summation mass contained in each individual balance weight.
.2. Hydrostatic Weighing on a Direct-Reading Balance
Our objective in hydrostatic ally we ighi'ng a n object is to obtain a value of I , de fined as
I=M-pIY
wh ere M and V are th e mass a nd volum e respectively of th e object and PI, th e de nsity of th e liquid.
F or se ve ral years we have deter mined I from a doubl e substitution co mpari son be twee n th e (unknown) force associated with th e imm ersed load and the (known) force as sociated with th e built·in weights of a single-arm direc t-reading balance. The format whic h we use in making thi s co mpari so n consis ts of fiv e balance observations unde r various load co ndition s. Th e e ntire compari so n requires four minutes because, we have found , res ults are most reprodu cible wh e n there is a one minute interval between observations. The fiv e load conditions are:
1. With the imm ersed pan empty 2. With the immersed pan loaded by the object of interest 3. With the sensitivity weight added (in air) 4. With the load removed from the immersed pan 5. With the sensitivity weight removed -th e first and fifth load conditions are the same.
Each observation require s the recordin g of two data (1) the dial reading whi c h indi cates the combination of the built-in balance wei ghts whic h are in place and loading the suspension, (2) the screen readin g whi ch is taken as a number indicating the beam·counter-wei ght angle with respec t to some fixed referen ce. As pointed out in the previous section, this is not the interpretation placed on direct-reading balance data in the ordinary weighin g situation.
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In In our 1%7 paper [14] on hydrostatic weighing we presented a detailed discussion of the linearity between the beam angle and changes in the total suspension force. We described how the linearity may be e valuated in a simple experiment and how to correct observed data if linearity was judged to be inadequate. Since the date of that paper, we have e valuated several single-arm, direct-re ading balances , and we have not found any to be inadequately linear for hydrostatic work.
Subject to the following assumptions, we may write equations associated with suspension forces under each of the five load conditions listed above:
1. That the beam angle, as defined by screen readings, is a linear indicator of the difference between the total suspension force and a fixed reference force associated with the counter-weight system.
2. That prior calibration effort has provided us with knowledge of the true mass and density of each of the three balance weights involved in the double-substitution comparison. Thes e three weights are: a. Do-the combination of balance weights loading the suspension when the dial reads Do.
b. D L -the combination of balance weights loading the suspension when the dial reads D/~. c. 5 -the sensitivity weight.
3. That the density, PH, of these three weights is equal.
4. That the following parameters are constant during the four minute observation interval: a. The air density, PA, in the balance case. b. The bath density, PL. c. The volume and density of the meniscus.
5. That there are no perturbing turbulent forces. 6. That the drift in the system is linear with time.
The five observation equations to be written consist of various combinations of forces . With the exception of the unknown force exerted by the immersed load, Ig (where g is the acceleration due to gravity at the immersed pan level) these forces fall into three classes:
1. Forces which are constant over the observation interval. These forces need not be evaluated because they are eliminated during the solution of the system of observation equations. They may be added directly and the value of C assigned to their sum. These forces are:
a. The force exerted by the portion of the suspension which is never immersed in the bath. b. The forces exerted by the portion of the suspension which is always immersed. c. The constant component of force exerted by the dip section of the suspension wire. d. The reference force. e. The meniscus force.
2. Forces which are linearily related to the beam angle (and hence the screen reading). There are two such forces: a. KIs;, where KI is the proportionality constant between the screen reading, s;, and the difference between the constant reference force and the total suspension force.
b. K2s;, where K2 is the proportionality constant between the screen reading, Si, and the component of force exerted by the dip section of the suspension wire which is screen related.
These two forces need not be previously evaluated because they are added together as and are evaluated (as a sum) during the solution of the system of observation equations. 3. The forces which are exerted by the three balance weights involved in the comparison. These three forces are:
where gl is the acceleration due to gravity at the vertical level in the balance case in which the balance weights are loaded on the suspension.
The five observation equations and a method of solving them for the value of I are as follows: Subtracting eq (1) from eq (2) gives us a value of Ig in terms of K. Subtracting eq (2) from eq (3) provides us with a value of K so that we may write our first value of Ig from the double substitution force comparison A similar manipulation of eqs (3), (4), and (5) gives us the second value
we may write the average value of Ig which is used during data reduction .~
I'g+J"g Ig=
An adequate value of gl is obtained from geometric measurements on the system and assumed values of g and the vertical gradient in g. As pointed out in the previous section, there are two methods of calibrating a direct-reading balance. If the weights are removed from the balance for calibration, gl is the value of the acceleration due to gravity at the level in the suspension where the weights actually load it. On the other hand, if the weights are calibrated in place by weighing standard weights on the load pan of the balance, the effective level at which gl should be calculated is the level of the load pan in the weighing chamber of the balance.
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In the foregoing solution for I, we initially obtain two values of Ig, namely l'g and J"g. These two values should be very nearly equal. A wide separation of the two values probably indicates failure to meet the six assumptions upon which the solution depends. We believe the I' g -J"g may be an excellent quality control signal, but we have not yet had the long experience with our system which is necessary to evaluate it as such. This is not our inte nt. By use of the imm er sed pan loadi ng asse mb ly, 2.5. 1.3, we re move obj ec t A fro m th e imm e rsed p a n a nd re place it with obj ec t B. Thi s res ults in violent turbule nce in th e bath, so we wait 10 minutes for th e ba th motion to s ub side, after whi c h we pe rform the 5 obse rvations required to obtain a valu e of These two equations may be combined to provide us with a value of the volumetric ratio of obj ect A to obj ect B
Combining th e hydrostatically measured value s of I A and I B with previously determined values of M A and MB yields a numeri cal value of the volume tric ratio at the te mpe rature of the experime nt. The validity of the ratio is primarily limited by the nonlin ear drift in the syste m. The line ar component is accounted for by performin g the hydrostatic weighings in a tim esymme tri cal A-B -A format.
In as m\ic h as our imm e rsed pa n loadin g asse mbl y wil~ manipulate 4 obj ec ts, we may co mp are th e m in s ix combinjltions. This re quires 15 hydrosta tic weighin gs tak e n ill th e foll o win g ord e r :
A-B-A-C-A-D-A-B-C-B-D-B-C-D-C.
This' is not a perfectly b ala nced seri es beca use obj ect D is weighed onl y three tim es while all oth e r ' obj ec ts are weig hed four tim es; howe ve r it is a dequ a te to d efin e th e six rati os in A-B-A type fo rm a ts.
A 4-1 se ries ordin a ril y provides us with six diffe re nces. In the ca se a t ha nd we obtain six ra tios, and in thi s case, th e series is refe rred to as a 4-1 ra ti o seri es.
Th e 15 weighin gs to be pe rform ed a re th e n calc ula ted as six 1-2-1 compa ri so ns of volum es. This pro cedure may be inte rrupted at any tim e between 1-2-1 com pari son s, however this usually r equires on e additional ob servation to maintain th e tim e s ymm etri cal prope rti es of eac h co mpari so n.
525 -013 0 -74 -3
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In actu al practi ce, all 15 tes ts whi c h ma ke up th e 4-1 rati o series are co nducted at sli ghtly d iffere nt te mpe ra tures. Unless th e obj ects un der volu met ric co mpari so n ha ve the sa me te mpe rature coe fficie nts of ex pa nsion, th eir ra tio will be a fun cti on of th e tempe rature of observa tion_ Th e refore, before p roceedin g with th e leas t-squ ares adjustm e nt of thi s series, we reduce th e observed ra tio at th e te mperature of th e tes t to th e rati o whic h would exi st at 20°C by appropria te appli cati on of th e te mp era ture coefficients of expa nsion of th e obj ects_
We use the meth od of Connor and Youde n, NBS, r1 7] for least-squ ares adju stme nt. They noted th a t th e products of th e obs erved ratios
as well as so me four-rati o-produ cts would be exac tl y equ al to unity if th e se ri es we re pe rfo rm ed without error. Th ese observed ra tios ma y be adju s ted by leas t squ a res 1.0 valu es whi c h ac tu ally do have uni ty produ cts by th eir for mula of th e form wh ere th e overlin ed va lu es, eg., 4, are adju sted ratios.
B
Th e a bsolute s um of th e six residual diffe re nces between th e observed and adju ste d ra ti os is a meas ure of the precision of the conduc t of th e 4-1 ratio series.
As pointed out in 2.5. 1.3 we are able to co ndu c t four different 4-1 r atio seri es on th e two s tandard ball s and four crystals. The observed ratios, 24 in all , a re presented in tables 5. Also shown in the tabl e are the ratios reduced to 20°C, their adju ste d valu es from the Connor-Youden procedure, and th e s um of the residuals.
In 2.5. 2 it was s hown that the mass of the obj ects enters the cal c ul ati on of th e volum e tric rati os, so th e ass umed valu es of the masses and coe ffi cients of expansion of the six obj ects a re give n in th e ca ption to th e tabl es 5.
2.6_ Final Calculation of Crystal Volumes and Densities
The 24 rati os shown in th e last column of tabl e 5 may eac h be used in writing an equation expressin g th e relative volume betwee n various me mbers of th e This table presents the volumetric ratios between the four silicon crystals and the two steel balls employed in Determination AB. As pointed out in the test the "ratios at test temperature" are calculated from the previously measured mass value and the weight in liquid measured hydrostatically. The ratios at 20°C involve assumed values of temperature coefficients of expansion. These assumed masses and coefficients are given below. These ratios at 20 °C are submitted (in groups of six) to the Connor·Youden least square adjustment procedure, and the adjusted ratios are given in the last column with the sum of residuals. Thi s table prese nt s th e volum etri c ratio betwee n th e four s ili co n c rystals a nd th e t IVO steel balls employed in Determin ati on C D. As pointed out in the te xt th e " ratios at test temperatu re" are calc ulated from th e previously measured mass value and the weigh t in liquid meas ured hydrostatica ll y. The ratios at 20 vC involve assumed valu es of te mpe rature coe ffi cie nts of expan sion. These ass um ed masses a nd coe ffi cie nts are give n be low. Th ese rati os at 20°C are s ubmitt ed (in groups of six) to th e Connor· Youde n leas t squ are adju st me nt proced ure, and th e adjusted ratio s are given in th e last co lumn with th e sum of residual s. This tabl e prese nts the volum etric ratios between the four silicon crystals and the two steel balls employed in Determination EF. As pointed out in th e text the "ratios at tes t te mperature" are calculated from the previously measured mass value and the weight in liquid measured hydrostati cally. The ratios at 20°C involve assum ed values of temperature coefficients of expansion. These assumed masses and coefficients are given below. Th ese ratios at 20 °C are submitted (in groups of six) to the Connor· Youden least square adjustment procedure, and the adjust ed ratios are given in the last column with the sum of residua ls. These 24 equations all express relative volumetric information. To this system of equations we add a 25th which expresses absolute volumetric informationnamely the sum of the volumes of the two steel balls 36
These 25 equations are solved for six unknowns, namely the volumes of four crystals and two balls, by the method of least squares. Two possible criticisms may be raised to the calculation of volumes by this method: L The data have been smoothed twice, once within I the six ratios, and again in the 4 sets of ratios, 2. the observed data appear in the coefficients of the observational equations rather than as a separate term.
We have not evaluated the effect of the above, but have calculated the volumes in another way for comparison.
their associated te mperatures are averaged to . provide one value of etalon length at some particular temperature_
Treatin g each set of six adjusted ratios separately with the s um of volum es of steel ba ll s, we calc ul ate, for exa mple, th e volum es of X2+ X3 and X4+ XS. Th e n th e individual volumes are solved by addin g two appropriate measured ratios of the c rys ta ls in th e fourth set. Thus three sets of volum es are obtained for each set of ball-te mperature co mbin a tion s. The differences in volumes from the two methods of computation are found to be negligible, and we decided to us e values resulting from least squares fitting. The least squares estimate of the volumes of each of the four crystals and two balls are given in table 6 . This table has four columns. The first three columns show th e six volumes obtained in each of the three de terminations and th e fourth column shows the average values which (until additional work is done) will be our prese ntly acce pt ed values of th e cr ystal de ns iti es.
b. Four measurements on the average diame te r of each of two balls. Each diametric measurement is the average of ten observations as explained in 2.4_2.5. The four average diameters along with their associated temperatures are averaged to provide a single value of the average diame ter at some particular temperature. The assumed etalon length employed in this step is obtained from the step a above, and appropriately adjusted by the application of our assumed value of the te mperature coefficient of expansion of the etalon.
c. A group of mass measurements on each of the two balls. TABLE 6 Th e res ult s of th e leas t squ a res so lution for th e vo lumes of th e crys tal s a nd th e b all s a re give n in thi s tab le. Al so prese nt ed are th e ass um ed mass valu es of t he four c ryst als used in eac h deter min ation. At th e b')tt o m, th e quot ien t of th e ass um ed mas s divided by th e leas t sq uares estim a te of volum e (i. e. de ns ity) is give n for eac h c r ys tal an d eac h de te rmination . T he average de ns it y va lu e is th e prese ntl y "acce pte d" va lu e.
Dete rmin at ion AB Dete rmin a ti o n C D Deter min a ti o n EF Average va lu e of de ns it y a nd s ta nd ard de vi a ti on of th e Sili co n crystal volu mes (c m 3 ) a verage. e. Twe nty-four hydrostati c com parisons (in four 4-1 ratio series) between the volumes of the two balls and various co mbinations of the four c rystals.
a. Two measurements on the length of the etalon as described in 2.4.2.4. These two lengths and During the winter of 1970-1 we worked on our redundant hydrostatic weighing process. To check the process precision, we performed the complete hydrostatic comparison between balls A and B and the four silicon crystals at a temperature of about 23.4 0c. We were aware of the crudeness of our knowledge of the temperature coefficients of expansion involved (there is no "good" way to measure a ball's coefficient), and we had no intention of using this experiment in a real volumetric determination -we considered this only as a precision test.
In 1971-2 we performed determinations A-B and C-D at temperatures within one degree of 20°C. At this time it was pointed out to us by H. H. Ku of our Applied Mathematics Division that our experiments over this very limited temperature range were highly nonrealistic, and that we should make every effort to achieve a determination at a temperature at least 21/2 °C away from 20.
Our interferometer was designed to operate at a maximum temperature of 22°C, however we found that, at the sacrifice of some thermostat stability, we could operate marginally at a temperature of 23°C. Accordingly, we made etalon tests ET -5 and ET -6 at 23°C and also measured the diameters of balls A and B at this temperature. Additional mass measurements were made. These new data at 23°C were combined with the early hydrostatic work at 23.4 °C and new crystal volumes were calculated. Although balls A and B were employed, in this high temperature determination we have referred to them as balls E and F. Inasmuch as this work on E and F contains all the elements of a single determination as defined above, we feel justified in claiming three independent determinations.
Our presently "accepted" values of the crystal densities are the average of the three determinations. As stated above, as additional work is done on these four crystals our accepted values will be modified. The standard deviations of these average values of crystal volume are given in table 6. These standard deviations are indicative of the reproducibility of our system in the determination of such volumes.
As pointed out in the previous section, the data presented in table 6 are obtained from a least-squares solution of 25 equations -24 relating the relative volumes of crystals and balls and the 25th stating our best estimate of the sum of the volumes of the two balls. Out of the least squares solution we obtain an estimate of the volumes of each of the four crystals as well as an estimate of the volumes of each of the two balls. A comparison between the least square estimates of the individual ball volumes and our measured values (used in calculating the sum) is indicative of the inconsistency between our interferometric tests and our hydrostatic tests. These differences are shown in table 6 .
An examination of the three sets of density values did not reveal any discernible pattern in rank. Statistical analysis of the volume and density data for three sets also supported the contention that a between-set component of error, if any, was negligible. The meas· ured masses of the four silicon crystals, on the other 38 hand, did show that the A-B set was on the average 50 Ilg, 0.25 ppm, higher than the C-D set, but the effect of this discrepancy on densities was not obvious. A possible explanation could be that these values of masses were used first in the computation of volume ratios and then in the computation of densities. The correlation between the numerator and denominator of the density computation would tend to decrease the effect of any systematic error present in the mass on the density values. Since these measured mass values were assigned to the sets of volume ratio calculations by date, an alternate way of computation could be to use the averages of the three sets of mass values in all density calculations. We will, however, adhere to the present scheme of calculation so that the random component of error can be computed from the three sets of final results as planned.
The standard deviation of density values of each determination was computed to be 0.97 fLg/cm 3 with 8 degrees of freedom. The random component of uncertainty of the averages of density values of three determinations is taken as three standard deviations of these averages, 1.68 J1-g/cm 3 , or 0.72 ppm.
To the extent that the same array of apparatus and instruments is used in all three determinations, the three determinations are not entirely independent. There are residual uncertainties in the calibrations of such instruments, and when these calibration uncertainties exert the same effect on the crystal densities calculated in eac h determination, they do not increase the data spread shown in table 6, so they are not included in the standard deviation of the mean given in that table.
The major sources of such uncertainties going into each determination are listed in table 7. Alongside of each item of source data (which may be an instrument such as a thermocouple or a process such as a weighing experiment to determine mass) is our estimated bound to the systematic uncertainty in that item.
Also shown is the effect of the error on the calculated crystal density obtained in each of the three determinations. It is noted that the effects of such errors on calculated densities classify the errors into two groups: a. When the effect of the error on the volumetric calculation is the same in each of the three determinations. This group of errors must be assigned to the systematic category. b. When the effect of the error on the volumetric calculation is different in each of three determinations. This group consists of errors, the effects of which are temperature dependent. Inasmuch as the temperature pattern in the various tests was grossly different, this group of errors need not be classed as systematic because their effect is present in the spread of data shown in figure 6 .
We have no basis for assigning a value of uncertainty to the 22° phase shift used in interferometu calcula-
